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Abstract: Halide perovskite is one of the most promising semiconducting materials in a variety of
fields such as solar cells, photodetectors, and light-emitting diodes. Lead halide perovskite single
crystals featuring long diffusion length, high carrier mobility, large light absorption coefficient and
low defect density, have been attracting increasing attention. Fundamental study of the intrinsic
nature keeps revealing the superior optoelectrical properties of perovskite single crystals over their
polycrystalline thin film counterparts, but to date, the device performance lags behind. The best
power conversion efficiency (PCE) of single crystal-based solar cells is 21.9%, falling behind that
of polycrystalline thin film solar cells (25.2%). The oversized thickness, defective surfaces, and
difficulties in depositing functional layers, hinder the application of halide perovskite single crystals
in optoelectronic devices. Efforts have been made to synthesize large-area single crystalline thin
films directly on conductive substrates and apply defect engineering approaches to improve the
surface properties. This review starts from a comprehensive introduction of the optoelectrical
properties of perovskite single crystals. Then, the synthesis methods for high-quality bulk crystals and
single-crystalline thin films are introduced and compared, followed by a systematic review of their
optoelectronic applications including solar cells, photodetectors, and X-ray detectors. The challenges
and strategical approaches for high-performance applications are summarized at the end with a brief
outlook on future work.
Keywords: halide perovskite; single crystals; photovoltaics; photodetectors; optoelectronics

1. Introduction
In recent years, there has been blooming development in hybrid organic–inorganic halide
perovskite materials as they possess outstanding photoelectronic properties and cost-effective
low-temperature solution processability. The synthesis of a hybrid organic–inorganic halide perovskite
was first reported several decades ago [1,2]. The significant attention was triggered by the development
of hybrid organic–inorganic halide perovskite-sensitized photoelectrochemical cells with a power
conversion efficiency (PCE) of 3.8% by Miyasaka and coworkers [3]. The study on perovskite and its
derivatives has become a forefront research topic in the field of photovoltaic applications. It has been
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proven that the hybrid organic–inorganic halide perovskite has tunable bandgap, long carrier diffusion
length and lifetime, high carrier mobility, large light absorption coefficient, and low trap density [4–9],
so are appropriate as light-absorbers for photovoltaic applications. It is important to note that only
after ten years of efforts, hybrid organic–inorganic halide perovskite-based solar cells have reached
25.2% PCE with the certified world record [10], which is over 80% of its Shockley−Queisser limit (SQL).
Moreover, the unique optoelectrical properties of the halide perovskites have facilitated advances not
only in solar cells [11,12], but also in a large number of emerging applications such as memories [13,14],
photodetectors [15,16], X-ray detectors [17,18], and light-emitting diodes (LEDs) [19,20], some of which
are even compatible and going above the commercial level of performance.
Interestingly, in comparison with polycrystalline phase thin films, single crystal halide perovskite
materials show superior properties in various optoelectronic applications such as solar cells,
photodetectors, and light-emitting diodes. Perovskite single crystals with higher crystallinity have
larger grains, which lead to lower trap density, higher stability, broader light absorption spectra, and
better optoelectrical properties [8,21–24] that overcome the limitation of polycrystalline thin film.
Theoretically, single crystal-based devices exhibit better performance [8]. Thus, high-quality perovskite
single crystals that provide a good platform to investigate the intrinsic properties of perovskite [25] as
well as higher potential of efficient photovoltaic applications over polycrystalline thin films are highly
desirable. In a realistic context, however, the halide perovskite single crystal-based solar cells still lag
far behind their thin film-based counterparts for several reasons. The inefficient carrier transport and
collection behaviour due to the mismatch of the relatively short diffusion length and large thickness limit
the application of single crystals for high-performance devices in a vertical structure. There are other
obstacles like a defective surface with high trap density and the weak interaction with the functional
layers, which causes interfacial voids hindering the progress. Recently, a 20 µm-thick MAPbI3 (MA+ :
methylammonium, CH3 NH3 + ) monocrystalline made by space-limited low-temperature crystallisation
was fabricated into inverted-structure solar cells with a PCE of 21.9% [26], thus narrowing the gap
between the single crystals and polycrystalline thin films. The confined thickness increases the chances
for carriers to be collected at electrodes, which can be controlled as small as tens-of-nm scale to
hundreds-of-µm scale [27–31]. The low-temperature crystallisation process diminishes the escape of
MA+ to reduce MA+ vacancies. It offers more opportunities to enhance the fill factor (FF) and get
closer to the SQL.
In this review, an overview of the recent progress on halide perovskite single crystals will
be addressed including fundamental properties, synthesis methods of high-quality single crystals,
and their applications. In particular, single crystal-based optoelectronic device applications will be
reviewed with the newly developed single crystalline thin films and device fabrication methods.
Importantly, critical discussion on the existing challenges and corresponding solutions will shed
significant insight into exploring strategic approaches to further promote the research of single crystals
and their device applications.
2. Properties of Single Crystals
Perovskite is a group of materials that have the general molecular structure of ABX3 , where a variety
of elements can be embedded into A, B, and X. For hybrid organic–inorganic lead halide perovskite,
A stands for organic groups like MA+ and FA+ (FA+ : formamidinium, CH(NH2 )2 + ), B is occupied
Pb2+ , and X is occupied by halide. The Goldschmidt tolerance factor t is an indicator
√ of stability and
distortion of the halide perovskite crystal structure, which is given by t = (rA + rB )/[ 2(rB + rX )], where
rA , rB , and rX are the ionic radii of ion A, B, and X, respectively. As mentioned, hybrid organic–inorganic
halide perovskite has both organic and inorganic metal components that combine the advantages
of high solubility in various organic solvents and efficient carrier transportation with the inorganic
frame, indicating the wet processability and good electrical properties. Theoretically, to assure a stable
structure, t should be within a specific range. For different compositions with different t, the crystal
structure changes among the cubic phase, tetragonal phase, or orthorhombic phase [32]. The tolerance
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PCE and stability. Grain boundary is the interface between two crystallites. It was reported that faster
nonradiative recombination and photoluminescence (PL) quenching favourably takes place at the grain
boundaries [45], ascribing to faster ion migration and accumulation [46]. Defects are the interruptions
of regular patterns. The lattice around the defect is distorted and the periodic potential field is damaged.
This kind of deformation will create an energy level in the electronic band. Deep-level defects can
act as recombination centres where carriers are captured, and non-radiative recombination happens,
resulting in free carrier loss. Generally, grain boundaries and defects are regarded as fatal, and decrease
semiconductor properties. Compared with polycrystalline thin films, single crystals have much better
crystallinity. The spontaneous crystallisation process ensures single crystals with continuous and
rigid crystal lattices [47], so the structure distortion and grain boundaries rarely exist in single crystals
as well as fewer defects. High-quality single crystals exhibit several orders of magnitudes lower
(109 –1011 cm−3 ) defect density than that of thin films (1016 –1018 cm−3 ) [5,48], which is comparable
to high crystallinity Si semiconductors [5], suggesting a lower possibility of carrier trapping and
recombination. The difference in trap density is also observed in silicon. Disorder in the structure leads
to localisation of the states, which appear as band tails within the band gap. These tails are usually
described with an exponential density of states [49]. For hybrid organic–inorganic perovskite single
crystals, the absence of grain boundaries and high crystallinity in the bulk crystal contribute most to
the low trap density. This also allows single crystals to have higher carrier mobility, longer diffusion
length, and wider light absorption spectra [21]. Specifically, the MAPbI3 single crystal was reported to
have a surprisingly high carrier diffusion length exceeding 175 µm [4] and a carrier lifetime exceeding
15 µs [50]. An extra-long diffusion length exceeding 380 µm under 1 sun illumination was reported for
hybrid CH3 NH3 PbI3x Clx single crystals [51]. Regarding the thin films, a much shorter diffusion length
of ~1.7 µm for electrons and up to ~6.3 µm for holes was directly observed [52], and the lifetime was
dependent on film thickness and the surface defects [53], for which the value varied from 2.8 ns [52]
to over 140 ns [54]. This huge difference means that carriers can stay untrapped and unrecombined
for a longer time and distance to move to the electrodes in single crystals. Moreover, single crystals
exhibit wider absorption spectra and high light absorbance [4,55–58]. The Snaith group reported the
thickness-dependent light absorptance of MAPbI3 thin films where about 90% of the incident light
could be absorbed with films with a 300–400 nm thickness [59]. The light absorptance further increased
to over 99% when the film thickness was over 600 nm. Furthermore, the absorption cut-off of single
crystals was located at 850 nm, showing a red shift compared to 800 nm of polycrystalline thin films.
It is noteworthy that the perovskite single crystal is an ideal platform to investigate the intrinsic nature
of this material, especially for carrier dynamic and mobility [32] because of the superior properties and
large dimensions.
Large dimension brings convenience to an intrinsic nature study; however, it also brings challenges
to the direct application of single crystals in high performance photovoltaic devices. Though the large
thickness can increase the light absorption, it is detrimental for charge separation and collection, which
causes a decrease in the external quantum efficiency and thus hinders device performance. To be
more specific, photovoltaic applications like solar cells require light-induced carriers to be captured by
electrodes to generate voltage across the solar cell and external current. Generally, single crystals are
grown in bulk, with thicknesses of several millimetres that far surpasses the carrier diffusion length,
while for polycrystalline thin films, it is hundreds of nanometres, so it is much easier for carriers to
transport across the cell. Another obstacle is the difficulty of incorporating multilayer devices because
the majority of single crystals are free-standing and not attached to any substrate. Therefore, large-area
and thin single crystals are highly desired for device fabrications. Recently, researchers have been trying
to use the space-confined crystallisation method to grow a single-crystalline thin film with thicknesses
ranging from tens of nanometres [27] to hundreds of micrometres [60–62]. Using this method, thin
single crystalline thin films have been successfully made into devices with vertical structures. A PCE
of 21.09% with a maximum FF of 84.3% was achieved by an inverted structural device ITO (indium tin
oxide)/poly(triarylamine) (PTAA)/MAPbI3 single crystal/C60/bathocuproine (BCP)/copper (Cu) based
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on a ~20 µm-thick MAPbI3 single crystal, which performed better than the polycrystalline devices
with the same structure (~19% in PCE) [63]. Most recently, a new record of 21.93% was made by the
same group using the modified crystallisation process. Remarkable enhancement in the open circuit
voltage (VOC ) from 1.08 V (controlled sample) to 1.15 V was observed. The accelerated progress of
single-crystalline thin films encourages competition with the polycrystalline counterpart. The chances
of surpassing lie in the further improvement of crystal quality and the surface engineering of the device.
3. Synthesis Methods of Perovskite Single Crystals
In the middle of the twentieth century, scientists started synthesizing perovskite single crystals.
In 2015, Zhipeng Lian and coworkers synthesised MAPbI3 single crystals by the bottom-seeded solution
growth (BSSG) method, and first fabricated single-crystal based photodetectors on the (100) facet [64],
where the superiority of the perovskite single crystals was revealed. Compared with polycrystalline
thin film photodetectors, their devices showed a 102 times higher responsivity and 103 times higher
response speed, greatly encouraging the exploration of single crystals.
To obtain high quality single crystals, several solution-processed crystallisation methods have been
developed, mainly in three categories of the antisolvent vapor-assisted crystallisation (AVC) method,
solution temperature-lowering (STL) method, and inverse temperature crystallisation (ITC) method.
The fundamental mechanisms of these methods are to create supersaturation in the precursor, modulate
the solubility, and induce crystallisation. Researchers are keeping the optimizing crystallisation
process toward a low temperature-process and controlled nucleation based on these methods to obtain
larger-sized high-quality single crystals.
3.1. Antisolvent Vapor-Assisted Crystallisation (AVC) Method
During perovskite thin film deposition, antisolvents are commonly used to accelerate crystallisation
and improve film quality [65,66]. The mechanism is to use the large solubility difference of perovskite in
different solvents. For common solvents like dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), dimethylformamide (DMF),
and gamma-butyrolactone (GBL), MAPbI3 dissolves well, while in antisolvents like chlorobenzene
(PhCl), diethyl ether (Et2 O), and dichloromethane (DCM), MAPbI3 shows low solubility. In the process
of thin film deposition, the perovskite precursor is firstly spin coated on substrates followed immediately
by the deposition of the antisolvent. Antisolvents induce fast nucleation and crystallisation, increasing
the grain sizes and film uniformity. In addition to low solubility, the antisolvent is required to be
highly volatile and can dissolve well in the chosen solvent to make sure the efficient diffusion into
the solvent. Based on this strategy, Bakr’s group first developed the AVC method to grow single
crystals [5]; Figure 2a illustrates the AVC process for single crystals. The same molar ratio of MAI and
PbI2 are dissolved in solvent gamma-butyrolactone (GBL) to get the precursor solution. In a closed
environment, the open vial containing precursor solution is covered with a large vessel with antisolvent
dichloromethane (DCM). When the vapor of the antisolvent mixes with the precursor solution, the
solubility of the target crystals reduces, thus crystallisation is promoted [55]. Crystals slowly grow
along with the gradual diffusion of the antisolvent. The MAPbBr3 and MAPbI3 crystals shown in
Figure 2b were obtained within one week of crystallisation. Figure 2c shows a modified AVC setup
where a temperature controller and a flow controller are used to ensure a stable environment and
continuous antisolvent diffusion for high-quality and large single crystals [67]. A large MAPbBr3
single crystal over 50 mm in size was grown with this modified method (Figure 2d) after over-15-day
synthesis. Compared with conventional temperature-tuning crystallisation methods, the AVC method
avoids the temperature-dependent phase transitions, and the disturbance of convective currents; it also
prevents the potential lattice disorder due to the solvation of MA+ during the crystal growth. However,
the crystal growth rate is relatively low.
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fresh precursor
further
This
step
repeatedsize
untilwas
theattained.
targeted size
was attained.
Forseeds
TSSG,
further
growth. for
This
step isgrowth.
repeated
until
theistargeted
For TSSG,
nice small
nice fixed
small on
seeds
were fixed
a substrate
thattop
is immersed
in the top The
half bottom
of the precursor.
The
were
a substrate
that on
is immersed
in the
half of the precursor.
half of the vial
bottom half
of the vial
precursor
and
seed
is heated
anisoil
while
the top
containing
precursor
andcontaining
seed crystals
is heated
in an
oilcrystals
bath while
the topin
half
airbath
cooled
to remove
halfheat
is air
cooled
the heat
and create
a temperature
Low temperature
at the
the
and
createtoa remove
temperature
gradient
[4]. Low
temperaturegradient
at the top[4].
induces
the crystallisation,
top
induces
the crystallisation,
at the same provides
time, the ions
bottom
continuously
provides
ionssingle
by convection
at
the
same time,
the bottom continuously
by convection
[32].
Large size
crystals
[32].beLarge
size single
crystals
obtained
under the but
strict
control
of rate
temperature,
butlow
the
can
obtained
by STL
under can
the be
strict
controlby
ofSTL
temperature,
the
growth
is relatively
growth
rate
is
relatively
low
(2
mm
per
day).
Irregular
crystals
and
MA
4
PbI
6
∙2H
2
O
by‐products
will
(2 mm per day). Irregular crystals and MA4 PbI6 ·2H2 O by-products will be formed if the temperature
◦ C.fast
be formed
if the
drops
or decreases
40 °C.
acid in
was
reported tothe
be
drops
too fast
or temperature
decreases below
40too
Formic
acid wasbelow
reported
to Formic
be effective
accelerating
effective
in accelerating
the STL acrystallisation
promoting
a
higher
quality
of
MAPbI
3
single
STL
crystallisation
and promoting
higher qualityand
of MAPbI
single
crystals
[70].
A
crystal
of
9
mm
in
3
crystals
[70].
A crystal
9 mm
in length
was
obtained
by 3‐day direct growth without seed.
length
was
obtained
byof
3-day
direct
growth
without
seed.
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in HI solution,
3 grown
by
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to
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(100)
solution,
and (b)
image of
MAPbI
and (b) image
of MAPbI
grown
by
STL
method
oriented
to
exhibit
its
natural
facets
(100)
and
(112).
3
and
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Reproduced
from
[69]
with
permission
from
The
Royal
Society
of
Chemistry,
2015.
Reproduced from [69] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry, 2015. Schematic diagrams
Schematic
of (c)
and
(d) TSSG method.
Reproduced
from The
[4].
of (c) BSSGdiagrams
method and
(d)BSSG
TSSGmethod
method.
Reproduced
with permission
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[4]. permission
Copyright 2015,
Copyright
2015, The American
Association for
the Advancement of Science.
American Association
for the Advancement
of Science.

3.3. Inverse
Inverse Temperature
Temperature Crystallisation
3.3.
Crystallisation (ITC)
(ITC) Method
Method
The ITC
inin
2015
by by
Bakr’s
group,
andand
is now
the most
commonly
used
The
ITC method
methodwas
wasfirst
firstproposed
proposed
2015
Bakr’s
group,
is now
the most
commonly
method
for lead
single crystal
[56,71]. In [56,71].
certain solvents,
thesolvents,
solubilitythe
of
used
method
forhalide
lead perovskite
halide perovskite
singlesynthesis
crystal synthesis
In certain
perovskite
shows
retrograde
behaviour,
which
decreases
as
the
temperature
increases,
and
keeping
the
solubility of perovskite shows retrograde behaviour, which decreases as the temperature increases,
precursor
at high
temperature
crystallisation.
For MAPbI
MAPbBr
3 , MAPbCl
3 and
3 , GBL,
and
keeping
the precursor
at can
highpromote
temperature
can promote
crystallisation.
For
MAPbI
3, MAPbCl
3
DMSO,
and DMF
areDMSO,
suitableand
solvents
thesuitable
ITC method,
respectively.
solubility
of perovskite
and
MAPbBr
3, GBL,
DMFinare
solvents
in the ITCThe
method,
respectively.
The
in the corresponding
for the ITC method
illustrated
in Figure
4a–d. Theinmechanism
is
solubility
of perovskitesolvent
in the corresponding
solventisfor
the ITC method
is illustrated
Figure 4a–d.
that,
at
low
temperature,
the
perovskite
forms
complexes
with
the
solvent,
exhibiting
high
solubility.
The mechanism is that, at low temperature, the perovskite forms complexes with the solvent,
As the temperature
increases,
break, perovskite
freed,
and the solubility
drops.
exhibiting
high solubility.
Asthe
thebonds
temperature
increases, molecules
the bondsare
break,
perovskite
molecules
are
This
method
is
applied
to
formamidinium
and
methylammonium
lead
halide
perovskites
[23,71]
as
freed, and the solubility drops. This method is applied to formamidinium and methylammonium
well halide
as mixed
halide perovskite
synthesis
procedure
of [72].
the ITC
is procedure
quite simple.
lead
perovskites
[23,71] as[72].
well The
as mixed
halide
perovskite
Themethod
synthesis
of
Taking
the
crystallisation
of
MAPbI
single
crystals
as
an
example,
1
M
of
PbI
and
MAI
are
dissolved
3
2
the ITC method is quite simple. Taking the crystallisation of MAPbI3 single crystals as an example, 1
◦ C to form a saturated precursor, which is then heated to 80–130 ◦ C. The precursor is
in of
GBL
a 45MAI
2 and
are dissolved in GBL at a 45 °C to form a saturated precursor, which is then heated
M
PbIat
kept
at a specific
several
hours, and
MAPbI3 on
millimetre
scale
canMAPbI
be obtained.
to
80–130
°C. Thetemperature
precursor isfor
kept
at a specific
temperature
fora several
hours,
and
3 on a
Repeated
seeded
growth
is
conducted
to
harvest
large
crystals.
Figure
4e
gives
an
illustration
of
millimetre scale can be obtained. Repeated seeded growth is conducted to harvest large crystals.
3 h−1 for the first hour and
the
ITC
method.
The
growth
rate
of
MAPbI
was
calculated
to
be
3
mm
3
Figure 4e gives an illustration of the ITC method.
The growth rate of MAPbI3 was calculated to be 3
3h−1 for theincreased
exponentially
theexponentially
following hours
(Figurefor
4f),the
one
order of hours
magnitude
faster
other
mm
first hourfor
and
increased
following
(Figure
4f), than
one order
methods
[23,69].
ITC
is
simple
to
operate
and
fast
in
growth,
but
the
growth
rate
is
hard
to
control,
of magnitude faster than other methods [23,69]. ITC is simple to operate and fast in growth, but the
consequently
more defects.
growth
rate isinducing
hard to control,
consequently inducing more defects.
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Temperature-dependent
solubility
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MAPbI
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ITCmethod
methodwhere
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precursorvial
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immersedininoil
oilbath,
bath,heated,
heated,and
andkept
keptatathigh
high
temperature
for
crystallisation.
(f)
Photographs
of
the
growth
of
a
MAPbI
3
crystal
at
different
time
temperature for crystallisation. (f) Photographs of the growth of a MAPbI3 crystal at different time
intervals.
intervals.Reproduced
Reproducedwith
withpermission
permissionfrom
from[23].
[23].Copyright
Copyright2015,
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OptoelectronicApplications
Applicationsof
ofPerovskite
PerovskiteSingle
SingleCrystals
Crystals
4.4.Optoelectronic
Perovskite,as
asone
oneofofthe
themost
mostpromising
promisingcandidates
candidatesofofnext‐generation
next-generationsemiconductor
semiconductormaterials,
materials,
Perovskite,
has
demonstrated
a
wide
range
of
device
applications.
As
the
most
widely
studied
application
of
has demonstrated a wide range of device applications. As the most widely studied application of
perovskite, the
the perovskite
has
achieved
a PCE
overover
80%80%
of the
value.
perovskite,
perovskite single
singlejunction
junctionsolar
solarcell
cell
has
achieved
a PCE
oftheoretical
the theoretical
Researchers
are
now
focusing
on
modifying
the
interfaces
between
the
perovskite
with
electron
transport
value. Researchers are now focusing on modifying the interfaces between the perovskite with
layers and
hole transport
layers.
the otherlayers.
hand, On
the the
development
of the
another
potential application,
electron
transport
layers and
holeOn
transport
other hand,
development
of another
perovskiteapplication,
photodetectors
and X-ray
detectors, is still
in its
earlydetectors,
stage. Optimisations
potential
perovskite
photodetectors
and
X‐ray
is still in on
its single
early crystals
stage.
with
low
trap
density
and
high
crystallinity
are
still
desirable.
As
mentioned,
the
exploration
of
Optimisations on single crystals with low trap density and high crystallinity are still desirable. As
high-performance
photodetectors
with perovskite
single crystalswith
is quite
encouraging.
reported
mentioned,
the exploration
of high‐performance
photodetectors
perovskite
singleYe
crystals
is
15 Jones and a response time
a
perovskite
photodetector
exhibiting
a
high
detectivity
of
1.8
×
10
quite encouraging. Ye reported a perovskite photodetector exhibiting a high detectivity of 1.8 × 1015
of 68.9
µsawith
high time
quality
cuboid
MAPbI
crystals.
X-ray
detector
made
with
the
Jones
and
response
of 68.9
μs with
high
quality
cuboid The
MAPbI
3 single
crystals.
The
X‐ray
3 single
−1
−2
−1cm
−2 under
same material
showed
a sensitivity
969.9 µC
Gy cm of
under
bias,
which
went
asbias,
high
detector
made with
the same
materialofshowed
a sensitivity
969.9−1
μCVGy
−1 V
−1 cm−2 under −13 V bias.
−1
−2
up
to
6218
µC
Gy
In
the
following
part,
some
representative
applications
which went as high up to 6218 μC Gy cm under −13 V bias. In the following part, some
are summarised.
representative
applications are summarised.
4.1.Perovskite
PerovskiteSingle
SingleCrystal
Crystalfor
forSolar
SolarCells
Cells
4.1.
Efficientcarrier
carriertransport
transportplays
playsaadominant
dominantrole
rolein
inthe
theperformance
performanceofofsolar
solarcells,
cells,which
whichrequires
requires
Efficient
carriersto
totravel
travelacross
acrossthe
thelight‐absorb
light-absorblayer
layerto
tothe
theelectrodes.
electrodes.For
Forbulk
bulksingle
singlecrystals,
crystals,the
themm‐scale
mm-scale
carriers
thickness
did
not
match
the
µm-scale
carrier
diffusion
length,
leading
to
incompatibility
withthe
the
thickness did not match the μm‐scale carrier diffusion length, leading to incompatibility with
vertically
multi-layer
solar
cell
structure.
Furthermore,
free-standing
bulk
single
crystals
have
a
small
vertically multi‐layer solar cell structure. Furthermore, free‐standing bulk single crystals have a small
aspectratio
ratiothat
thatisisnot
notsuitable
suitablefor
fordevice
devicefabrications.
fabrications.Therefore,
Therefore,controlling
controllingthe
thethickness
thicknessof
ofsingle
single
aspect
crystals
down
to
at
least
the
µm-scale
is
one
of
the
prerequisites
for
high-performance
solar
cells.
crystals down to at least the μm‐scale is one of the prerequisites for high‐performance solar cells.
Efforts
have
been
made
to
grow
large-area
single
crystals
directly
on
substrates.
Here,
the
major
Efforts have been made to grow large‐area single crystals directly on substrates. Here, the major
fabricationmethods
methodsof
ofsingle‐crystalline
single-crystallinethin
thinfilms
filmsand
andsolar
solarcell
cellapplications
applicationsare
are summarised.
summarised.
fabrication
The
top-down
method
is
a
universal
and
easily
applicable
method
to
prepare
single-crystalline
The top‐down method is a universal and easily applicable method to prepare single‐crystalline
thinfilms,
films,especially
especiallylarge‐area
large-areathin
thinfilms,
films,from
frombulk
bulksingle
singlecrystals
crystalsby
bymechanical
mechanicalslicing
slicing[57]
[57]and
and
thin
grinding [73]. Liu et al. reported the fabrication of large‐area single‐crystalline thin films from a series
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grinding [73]. Liu et al. reported the fabrication of large-area single-crystalline thin films from a
series of single halide and MAPb(Clx Br1−x )3 and MAPb((Bry I1−y )3 mixed halide perovskite bulk single
crystals by diamond-wire sawing [57]. They optimised the coolant solution, the sawing speed, and the
feeding rate of the slicing machine to cut a 113 mm × 58 mm × 52 mm-large MAPbI3 single crystal
into wafers with thicknesses of 190, 380, and 570 µm. The as-cut wafers were characterised to have
a high quality with a low trap density of 2.1 × 108 cm−3 , a low hole concentration of 6.1 × 109 cm−3 ,
a high carrier mobility of 41 cm2 V−1 s−1 , and high absorption onset of 910 nm. Wafers were made into
solar cells with an Au/ITO/Spiro-MeOTAD/perovskite-wafer/PCBM/LiF/Ag/Au structure. The best
device had a open circuit voltage (VOC ) of 1.15 V and short current density (JSC ) of 20.02 mAcm−2 ,
and interestingly, minor hysteresis between the reverse scan and forward scan. However, the efficiency
was as low as 4%. It is speculated that the slicing process can cause damage on the wafer surface
including high roughness and surface defects. Oxygen and moisture could intrude on the surface
during the slicing process, resulting in surface degradation, at the same time, coolant solution could
cause partial dissolution of the crystal. Moreover, top-down method can hardly produce wafers with
thicknesses below 50 µm, which is still too thick for efficient carrier transport. The poor contact
between the HTL, ETL, and the wafer could be another obstacle for high performance.
Later, a universal top-down approach that combined mechanical slicing and wet etching was
developed by Yan’s group [74]. Large thick single crystals were first wire-cut into wafers in 200-µm
thicknesses. The thin wafers were then immersed in unsaturated mother liquor for wet etching by
controlling the immersion conditions (time, temperature, and concentration), and the thickness of the
wafers could be reduced to as low as 15 µm, as shown in Figure ??a. The combined process preserves
the surface properties of the original large single crystal without obvious degradation and maintains
the crystallinity, but still, the thickness of the thin wafers cannot be reduced below micron-scale and the
thin wafers had relatively small area. They did not report the application of solar cells in this literature.
However, this method is promising to synthesize single-crystalline thin films without damaging the
surface properties for high-performance solar cells.
The cavitation-triggered asymmetrical crystallisation (CTAC) strategy was first reported by Bakr’s
group for the growth of monocrystalline MAPbBr3 films on various substrates including silicon wafers,
ITO-coated glass, FTO-coated (FTO: fluorine-doped tin oxide) glass, and sputter-coated metal on
silicon [75]. Ultrasonic pulse with antisolvent vapor diffusion was introduced to a low supersaturated
precursor to generate cavities, where the formation and collapse can release energy to overcome the
nucleation barrier and promote symmetric crystal growth near the substrate by high-speed fluid jets,
as demonstrated in Figure ??b. By regulating the rate and time, the film thickness was controlled from
one up to several tens of micrometres, however, the larger the thickness, the weaker the performance.
Their ETL and HTL-free devices of ITO/MAPbBr3 (4 µm)/Au had a PCE of over 5%, which was
improved to 6.5% with a single p-n-junction-based structure of FTO/TiO2 /MAPbBr3 (1 µm)/Au that
exhibited a high VOC of 1.4 V. The dark and illuminated J–V curves for the two samples are as in
Figure ??c,d. This work gives an insight of the design of rational device structures.
Breakthroughs on single-crystal solar cells were attained using space-confined solution-process
method. It was first developed by Liu et al. to fabricate single-crystalline thin film photodetector
devices using an ultrathin geometry-defined dynamic-flow reaction system [76], as shown in
Figure ??e. Substrates are separated by different spacers; a peristaltic pump continuously provides
fresh precursor with dynamic flow into the middle layer. Single crystalline wafers (thinnest to
150 µm) are obtained in the interspace. Later in 2017, Huang and co-workers reported MAPbI3
single crystal growth on poly(triarylamine) (PTAA) coated ITO substrates for high-performance solar
cells [8]. The hydrophobicity of PTAA weakens the solvent–substrate interaction, thus promoting the
solvent diffusion, which benefits the in-plane crystallisation, as shown in Figure 6a. They studied
thickness-dependent performance and concluded that, theoretically, single crystals with a 200 µm
thickness can reach the highest PCE (Figure 6b), however, from the experiment, the 10 µm-thick
crystal displayed the best performance. This is due to the inconsistent of the carrier diffusion length
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of the bulk single crystal and the single-crystalline thin film. The hole and electron diffusion length
were
24.7The
andresultant
13.6 µm, devices
respectively,
in this report, far3 shorter
than those reported values
of the bulk
crystals.
of ITO/PTAA/MAPbI
(10 μm)/phenyl‐C61‐butyric
acid methyl
ester
crystals.
The
resultant
devices
of
ITO/PTAA/MAPbI
(10
µm)/phenyl-C61-butyric
acid
methyl
ester
3
(PCBM)/C60/bathocuproine (BCP)/copper (Cu) had the best PCE of 16.1%, which was increased to
(PCBM)/C60/bathocuproine
had
thea best
of 16.1%,
which
was increased
to
17.8% with a JSC of 21.0 mA (BCP)/copper
cm−2, a VOC of (Cu)
1.08 V,
and
FF ofPCE
78.6%
by surface
passivation
of MAI.
−2 , a V
17.8%
with
a
J
of
21.0
mA
cm
of
1.08
V,
and
a
FF
of
78.6%
by
surface
passivation
of
MAI.
Later in 2019, SC
Bakr’s group fabricated OC
a solar cell with a similar method, but was conducted in a N2‐
Later
in
2019,
Bakr’swhich
grouphad
fabricated
a solar
cell
similar
method,
conducted
in of
a
−2, a a
filled environment,
a JSC of 23.46
mA
cmwith
VOC
of 1.076
V, a FFbut
of was
83.5%,
and a PCE
−2 , a V
N
-filled
environment,
which
had
a
J
of
23.46
mA
cm
of
1.076
V,
a
FF
of
83.5%,
and
a
PCE
of
2
SC the cell structure OC
21.09%
[63]. Figure 6c illustrates
and band energy of each layer of
21.09%
[63].
Figure
6c
illustrates
the
cell
structure
and
band
energy
each layerthat
of ITO/PTAA/MAPbI
3
ITO/PTAA/MAPbI3 (20 μm)/C60/bathocuproine (BCP)/Cu. It was of
speculated
the easy‐to‐oxidize
− may result in I −
(20
µm)/C60/bathocuproine
(BCP)/Cu.
It
was
speculated
that
the
easy-to-oxidize
I
3
−
−
I may result in I3 trimers that form deep‐level defects [77,78], which the N2 environment can prevent.
trimers
that form
deep-level
defects
which
thea N
environment
can
MostV,
recently,
a
−2, prevent.
Most recently,
a new
record of
a PCE[77,78],
of 21.93%
with
JSC2 of
23.68 mA cm
a VOC of 1.144
and a FF
−2
new
record
a PCE
21.93%
with using
a JSC ofthe
23.68
mA
cm ,configuration
a VOC of 1.144[26].
V, and
a FF
of 81% was
of 81%
wasofmade
byofBakr’s
group
same
device
They
optimised
the
made
by
Bakr’s
group
using
the
same
device
configuration
[26].
They
optimised
the
composition
composition of the precursor solvent to a solvent mixture of propylene carbonate (PC) and of
γ‐
the
precursor
solvent
to
a
solvent
mixture
of
propylene
carbonate
(PC)
and
γ-butyrolactone
(GBL)
for
butyrolactone (GBL) for low‐temperature crystallisation for high‐quality single crystal thin film. The
low-temperature
crystallisation
high-quality
single
crystal
thin film. The addition of PC reduced
addition of PC reduced
45% offorthe
solubility of
MAPbI
3, but still kept the retrograde solubility
45%
of
the
solubility
of
MAPbI
,
but
still
kept
the
retrograde
solubility
behaviour,
so that
single
3
behaviour, so that a single crystal
could be obtained at the lower
temperature
ata90
°C, crystal
which
◦
could
be
obtained
at
the
lower
temperature
at
90
C,
which
alleviated
the
escape
of
MAI
from
the
alleviated the escape of MAI from the crystal lattice (Figure 6d,e), consequently, improving
crystal
lattice
(Figure
6d,e),
consequently,
improving
crystallinity
and
performance.
An
improvement
crystallinity and performance. An improvement of over 1% on PCE was achieved by lowering the
of
over 1% on PCE
was achieved
by lowering
the6f.crystallisation temperature, as shown in Figure 6f.
crystallisation
temperature,
as shown
in Figure
(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

Figure
Figure 5.
5. Schematic
Schematic diagrams
diagrams of
of top-down,
top‐down, CTAC
CTAC and
and space-confined
space‐confined solution
solution process
process methods
methods for
for
synthesis
synthesis of
of perovskite
perovskite single-crystalline
single‐crystalline thin
thin films,
films, and
and the
the application
application of
ofsolar
solarcells.
cells. (a)
(a) Schematic
Schematic
diagram
top-down
method
that combines
mechanical
slicing and
wetand
etching
diagramofofa thickness-controllable
a thickness‐controllable
top‐down
method
that combines
mechanical
slicing
wet
processes.
Reproduced
from
[74]
with
permission
from
The
Royal
Society
of
Chemistry,
2018.
(b)
Images
etching processes. Reproduced from [74] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry, 2018.
and
illustrations
of CTAC method:
1, The
optical
and 2,image
cross-section
scanning electron
microscope
(b) Images
and illustrations
of CTAC
method:
1,image
The optical
and 2, cross‐section
scanning
electron

microscope (SEM) image of the monocrystalline film; 3–6, illustrations of the cavity formation and
collapse of the CTAC mechanism on a microscopic scale; dark and illuminated J–V curves of (c) ITO‐
based and (d) FTO/TiO2‐based monocrystalline solar cells, respectively, the inset depicts an illustration
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(SEM) image of the monocrystalline film; 3–6, illustrations of the cavity formation and collapse of
the CTAC mechanism on a microscopic scale; dark and illuminated J–V curves of (c) ITO-based
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and2020,
(d) FTO/TiO
2 -based monocrystalline solar cells, respectively, the inset depicts an illustration
of the device architecture. Reproduced with permission from [75]. Copyright 2016, WILEY-VCH.
of the device architecture. Reproduced with permission from [75]. Copyright 2016, WILEY‐VCH. (e)
(e) Schematic diagrams of the ultrathin geometry-defined dynamic-flow reaction system. Two flat
Schematic
of the
ultrathin
geometry‐defined
dynamic‐flow
reaction
Two to
flatform
glass
glass
slides diagrams
are separated
apart
by two
spacers (Si wafers,
stainless-steel
foils,system.
wires, etc.)
slides
are
separated
apart
by
two
spacers
(Si
wafers,
stainless‐steel
foils,
wires,
etc.)
to
form
a microreactor in which the single crystal wafer is formed. Reproduced with permission from [76].a
microreactor
which the single crystal wafer is formed. Reproduced with permission from [76].
Copyright
2016,inWILEY-VCH.
Copyright 2016, WILEY‐VCH.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(g)

(j)

(e)

(d)

(h)

(k)

(f)

(i)

(l)

Figure 6. Schematic diagrams of high‐performance single‐crystal solar cells and illustrations of lateral‐
structure single‐crystal solar cells. (a) Schematic diagrams of ion diffusion on hydrophilic and
hydrophobic substrates, and photographs of the diffusion process of methylammonium lead triiodide
(MAPbI3) precursor solution in the confined gaps after different durations using hydrophilic glass
and hydrophobic PTAA‐covered ITO substrates, and (b) the calculated ideal dependence of Jsc, Voc,
and PCE of the single crystal solar cells on the thickness of the thin single crystals. Adapted with
permission from [8]. Copyright 2017, Springer Nature. (c) Energy‐level diagram for single crystal solar
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Figure 6. Schematic diagrams of high-performance single-crystal solar cells and illustrations of
lateral-structure single-crystal solar cells. (a) Schematic diagrams of ion diffusion on hydrophilic
and hydrophobic substrates, and photographs of the diffusion process of methylammonium lead
triiodide (MAPbI3 ) precursor solution in the confined gaps after different durations using hydrophilic
glass and hydrophobic PTAA-covered ITO substrates, and (b) the calculated ideal dependence
of Jsc , Voc , and PCE of the single crystal solar cells on the thickness of the thin single crystals.
Adapted with permission from [8]. Copyright 2017, Springer Nature. (c) Energy-level diagram
for single crystal solar cell. Reproduced with permission from [63]. Copyright 2019, American
Chemical Society. Further permissions related to the material excerpted should be directed to the
ACS. Schematic illustration of methylammonium iodide escape from MAPbI3 single-crystal films
at (d) high-temperature (High-T) and (e) low-temperature (Low-T) crystallisation. (f) Statistical
comparison of the PCE for 10 devices including measured under 1 sun illumination. Reproduced with
permission from [26]. Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society. (g) An image of MAPbI3 lateral
structure single-crystal device, and (h) scheme of electromechanical strain induced grain boundaries
and irons migration in MAPbI3 single crystals. Reproduced with permission from [68]. Copyright 2016,
WILEY-VCH. (i) Scheme of surface tension assisted growth mechanism; (j) scheme of MAPbI3
crystal-wafer lateral-structure solar cell device. Reproduced with permission from [79]. Copyright 2019,
WILEY-VCH. (k) Schematic diagram of device structures and energy levels for lateral solar cell based
on single crystal without and with MAI treatment and (l) performance data before and after MAI
treatment (0.25 sun) including JSC and PCE. Reproduced with permission from [30]. Copyright 2020,
Springer Nature.

There are also some cases of lateral-structure solar cells. Dong and coworkers simply deposited
two symmetrical gold electrodes with a spacing of 50 µm on the top surface of a single crystal, forming
an Au/MAPbI3 /Au structure, and this device is shown in Figure 6g. When a high electrical field of
1 Vµm−1 was applied in the device, reversible shape changing was observed, which was likely due to
the slipping between the weakly bonded (100) planes to relieve the accumulated strain. The slipping
induced defect and grain boundaries in the crystal act as a high-speed channel for ion migration,
resulting in self-doping, thus, after the electrical poling, the symmetry of the device was broken into a
lateral p-i-n structure solar cell. This process is illustrated in Figure 6h. The device exhibited a JSC
of 2.28 mA cm−2 and a VOC of 0.82 V under 0.25 sun. The PCE was hindered by the poling-induced
high trap density as 1.88%. Later in 2019, the same group used the surface tension assisted growth
method to synthesize single-crystalline thin films with a large aspect ratio and fabricate lateral-structure
solar cells [79]. As illustrated in Figure 6i, in brief, by controlling the solvent evaporation of the
precursor, nuclei favourably form at the centre of the solution top surface due to fast evaporation
at the centre and float at the air–solution interface with the support from surface tension. Then, the
thin crystals grow along the lateral direction along with evaporation. The as-grown wafers have a
lateral size in centimetres and a thickness of tens of micrometres as well as wider light absorbance
and prolonged carrier lifetime. The best lateral solar cell of Au/MAPbI3 /C60/BCP/Au had a JSC of
5.06 mAcm−2 , VOC of 0.66 V, FF of 44%, and PCE of 5.9% under 0.25 sun without poling treatment
(Figure 6j). For the lateral-structure solar cells, surface treatment is highly desired to reduce the surface
trap density because surface defects would significantly limit the carrier diffusion length at the near
surface region. The carrier diffusion length is expected to be over 50 µm, as this is the normal gap
between two electrodes. Song reported that surface passivation by MAI on the MAPbI3 single crystal
is effective in improving the solar cell efficiency, which increases the surface potential and encourages
better energy band alignment of the device, as shown in Figure 6k. The PCE of devices based on the
passivated single crystal exceeded 11% (Figure 6l), and the operation stability was enhanced to 200 h
without degradation.
Though the PCE of the single-crystal solar cell was improved to 21.93%, there is still a huge gap
between the single-crystal devices and polycrystalline counterparts (25.2%). It is worth noting that
single-crystal solar cells still suffer from the significant surface trap density, despite the low trap density
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in the bulk. Moreover, the lattice mismatching between the perovskite and deposited layer requires
optimisation by interface engineering.
4.2. Perovskite Single Crystals for Photodetectors
A photodetector is a sensor of light that presents in a large variety of equipment for light imaging
sensing, process control, and security purposes. It converts an indecipherable light signal into an
electrical signal with a semiconductor that displays the photovoltaic effect or photoconductivity with
an external voltage. The key parameters that describe the performance of a photodetector are dark
current density (Jd ), external quantum efficiency (EQE), responsivity (R), specific detectivity (D*), linear
dynamic range (LDR), and response speed (rise time τr and fall time τf ).
Perovskite single crystal-based photodetectors feature high R and D* for their extraordinary
characteristics. In 2015, Lian first revealed the better capability of perovskite single crystals over thin
films for photodetectors [64]. The centimetre-scale MAPbI3 single crystals grown by the BSSG method
were made into planar-type photodetectors on (100) facet. Simple devices with two interdigitated
Au electrodes with channel width of 20 µm were fabricated, as illustrated in Figure 7a. Under the
lowest detectable light intensity (2.12 nW cm−2 ), a high R of 953 AW−1 and EQE of 2.22 × 105 % were
measured at 1 V bias, with a LDR of 76 dB, τr of 74 µs, and τf of 58 µs. Under a relative strong light
source of 1 mWcm−2 , the single crystal photodetector showed 100 times higher R (Figure 7b) and EQE,
and 103 times faster response speed than their polycrystalline-based devices. Lian’s work encouraged
researches to apply high-quality single crystals for high-performance photodetectors.
The carrier dynamic of perovskite makes it ideal for the light-absorb layer. The generation of
the electron-hole pair happens in several picoseconds and the free carrier concentration remains high
at the microsecond scale [80], while the recombination that reduces the carriers is relatively slow at
several microseconds. Fast generation and low recombination assure a fast response (low τr and τf ).
Additionally, the carrier mobility, lifetime, and diffusion lengths of perovskite single crystals were
surprisingly high. Carrier lifetime exceeding 15 µs [50] and a diffusion length exceeding 175 µm [4]
were detected. This means that carriers can stay untrapped and unrecombined for an adequate time
and distance to move to the electrodes. Meanwhile, the defect density in the perovskite single crystals
was as low as 109 cm−3 , comparable to that of high crystallinity Si semiconductors [5], suggesting
a lower possibility of carrier trapping and power loss. These properties guarantee highly efficient
collection, giving rise to an outstanding photocurrent, EQE, D*, and R. In particular, high-quality single
crystals have more chances in performance breakthroughs. Ye reported MAPbI3 single crystal-based
photodetectors with an ultrahigh detectivity. High-quality crystals were obtained by modifying the
ITC method by dissolving the seeds back to the precursor prior to heating up for regrowth [81].
The impurities at the surface dissolve at low temperature, so the mismatch between the nucleus and
seed surface is diminished to avoid gap defect formation, thus improving crystallinity. The as-obtained
cuboid MAPbI3 single crystals had a low trap density of 1.14 × 109 cm−3 . The resultant photodetectors
had the best performance of R of 2.6 × 104 mAW−1 , EQE of 5700%, and D* of 1.8 × 1015 Jones under
550 nm illumination at −1 V bias. Recently, a highly sensitive photodetector with an ultra-high R of
1017.1 AW−1 was reported [82]. A MAPbBr3 single crystalline thin film (2.25 µm in thickness) was
integrated with a monolayer of graphene vertically. The difference in Fermi level between the two
materials pushes holes from the graphene to the perovskite side and results in electron doping in
the graphene side. This charge transfer induces a built-in field that helps the efficient separation of
light-generated electron-hole pairs as well as suppressing carrier recombination in the perovskite layer.
Figure 7c illustrates the energy band bending of the integration. At 3 V bias, the resultant photodetector
(the device structure is illustrated in Figure 7d) exhibited an R of 1017.1 AW−1 , D* of 2.02 × 1013 Jones
and photoconductive gain of 2.37 × 103 under 532 nm illumination with an intensity of 200 mW cm−2 .
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(a) Schematic diagram of the quasi-2D perovskite single crystal photodetector. Performance of
Figure 8. Schematic diagrams and performance of 2D perovskite single‐crystal photodetectors. (a)
photodetectors based on BAn MAn−1 Pbn I3n+1 quasi-2D perovskite single crystals with n of 1, 2,
Schematic diagram of the quasi‐2D perovskite single crystal photodetector. Performance of
3, 4, and ∞ including (b) responsivity, and (c) detectivity on bias voltages. Reproduced with
photodetectors based on BAnMAn−1PbnI3n+1 quasi‐2D perovskite single crystals with n of 1, 2, 3, 4, and
permission from 36]. Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. (d) Photograph of a transparent,
∞ including (b)2 responsivity, and (c) detectivity on bias voltages. Reproduced with permission from
~27 × 11 mm (PEA)2 PbBr4 single crystal. (e) Dark current noise at various frequencies of (PEA)2 PbBr4
36]. Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. (d) Photograph of a transparent, ~27 × 11 mm2
and CH3 NH3 PbBr3 single-crystal photodetectors at 10 V bias. (f) Light intensity-dependent R and D*
(PEA)2PbBr4 single crystal. (e) Dark current noise at various frequencies of (PEA)2PbBr4 and
data of (PEA)2 PbBr4 photodetector at 10 V bias on light irradiance (365 nm). Reproduced from [84]
CH3NH3PbBr3 single‐crystal photodetectors at 10 V bias. (f) Light intensity‐dependent R and D* data
with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry, 2019.
of (PEA)2PbBr4 photodetector at 10 V bias on light irradiance (365 nm). Reproduced from [84] with
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X-ray detectors absorb high-energy X-ray photons and convert them into charges. Briefly, the
4.3. Perovskite Single Crystals for X‐Ray Detectors
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working mechanism involves two process. One is the photoelectric effect process, where multiple
carriers are generated by one X‐ray photon due to its high energy. The other process is the Compton
scattering, where the incident photon passes energy to the electrons by scattering in the specific angle.
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scattering, where the incident photon passes energy to the electrons by scattering in the specific angle.
The carriers are collected by electrodes, producing a signal current for further analysis. Conventional Si
or Ge semiconductor-based or scintillator-based (such as NaI) X-ray detectors have the disadvantages
of low energy resolution, high cost, and narrow operating temperature range. The newly developed
materials such as CdZnTe, HgI, and TlBr still cannot meet the requirements of both low price and high
detection efficiency and energy resolution, while perovskite single crystals provide opportunities for
high sensitivity, high resolution radiation detectors.
The key operation factors for X-ray detectors are the X-ray attenuation coefficient, µτ product
(where µ is the carrier mobility and τ is the carrier lifetime), sensitivity, detection limit, EQE, and
responsivity R. Attenuation coefficient is the fraction of the intensity of the incident beam that is
scattered and absorbed by per unit distance of the material. The strong penetration capability of X-ray
requires a thicker semiconductor for charge generation. High attenuation coefficient benefits sufficient
photon absorption with a small thickness, so the carriers will be generated across the semiconductor
and be easily collected. The attenuated photons will be exported as the signal current [87]. At the same
time, a lower dose of X-ray is required for detection using high-attenuation materials, ensuring a safer
operating environment for technicians. The attenuation coefficient is proportional to Z4 /E3 , where Z is
the atomic number of the material and E is the energy of the X-ray photon. Figure 9a illustrates the
thickness-dependent attenuation efficiency of different materials [88]. From the figure, the 2 mm-thick
MAPbBr3 crystal is enough to attenuate almost 100% of the X-ray due to the heavy Pb (Z of 82). The 2D
perovskite material (NH4 )2 Bi2 I9 exhibits higher attenuation with heavy Bi (Z = 83) and I (Z = 53).
The µτ product is the average diffusion and drift distance under per unit of the electric field, it also
means that under a given electric field, the charge collection efficiency will be higher, which can be
calculated from the Hecht equation

I=



L2
1
−
exp
−
I0 µτV
µτV
L2

1+

L s
Vµ

(1)

where I is the photocurrent; I0 is the saturated photocurrent; L is the thickness of the material thickness;
V is the bias voltage; and s is the surface recombination velocity. As mentioned, the perovskite
single crystal has excellent carrier dynamics of large carrier mobility µ and long carrier lifetime τ as a
semiconductor, enabling sufficient charge collection and a larger µτ product.
As X-rays are high energy radiation, strict regulations are applied to the effective dose and
accelerating potential, especially for medical use like computed tomography (CT). The X-ray beam
aims at the human body and is attenuated to different degrees. The penetrated photons are detected
and reveal localised information. As the radiation exposure is of high risk of developing cancer,
the dose for each CT scan should be as low as possible. The detection limit explains the minimum
dose rate for detection, meanwhile, sensitivity decides the resolution of the resultant image. The two
work together to realize a high-quality image. Wei and coworkers first reported a highly sensitive
X-ray detector made of MAPbBr3 single crystals [17]. They passivated the crystal surface by UV–O3
treatment for 20 min to oxidize the surface defects by hydroxyl bonds between the hydrogen and
lead atoms. The passivated perovskite showed a longer radiative recombination lifetime, reduced
trap density, and high µτ product of 1.2 × 10−2 cm2 V−1 . The X-ray device based on a 2 mm-thick
MAPbBr3 single crystal had a sensitivity of 80 µC Gyair −1 cm−2 and a detection limit of 0.5 µGyair s−1 .
Later in 2017, they overcame the limitations of device noise and charge collection by alloying p-type
doped MAPbBr3 and n-type doped MAPbCl3 into MAPbBr2.94 Cl0.06 [89]. Figure 9b compares the dark
current density of MAPbBr3 , MAPbBr2.94 Cl0.06 , and MAPbBr2.85 Cl0.15 single-crystal devices with a
thickness of ∼2 mm, where MAPbBr2.94 Cl0.06 exhibited the lowest dark in the 10−5 mA cm−2 level with
a high signal-to-noise ratio (Figure 9c). This alloyed MAPbBr2.94 Cl0.06 material exhibited threefold
improved mobility of 560 cm2 V−1 s−1 than the pure MAPbBr3 , and µτ product of 1.8 × 10−2 cm2 V−1 .
The resultant X-ray detector with the structure of Cr/MAPbBr3-x Clx /C60/bathocuproine (BCP)/Cr had a

ensuring a safer operating environment for technicians. The attenuation coefficient is proportional to
Z4/E3, where Z is the atomic number of the material and E is the energy of the X‐ray photon. Figure
9a illustrates the thickness‐dependent attenuation efficiency of different materials [88]. From the
figure, the 2 mm‐thick MAPbBr3 crystal is enough to attenuate almost 100% of the X‐ray due to the
heavy Pb (Z of 82). The 2D perovskite material (NH4)2Bi2I9 exhibits higher attenuation with heavy Bi
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Dark current
thickness.
Reproduced
with permission from [88]. Copyright 2019, Springer Nature. (b) Dark current
density
of MAPbBr
3 , MAPbBr2.94 Cl0.06 , and MAPbBr2.85 Cl0.15 single-crystal devices with thickness
of ∼2 mm. (c) Current density output to 8 keV X-rays with a dose rate of 2.4 µGyair s−1 and noise
current density of a 1 mm thick MAPbBr2.94 Cl0.06 single crystal device as applied voltage. (d) Dose
rate-dependent current density output of 1 mm thick MAPbBr2.94 Cl0.06 single crystal device to 8 keV
X-rays. A sensitivity of 8.4 × 104 µC Gyair −1 cm−2 was derived from the slope of the fitting line.
Reproduced with permission from [89]. Copyright 2017, Springer Nature.

5. Strategical Approaches for Advancing Perovskite Single Crystal-Based Applications and
Recommendations
There is no doubt that perovskite single crystals featuring superior optical properties are promising
for photovoltaics. However, with regard to device performance, the single crystal drops behind the
polycrystalline thin film counterpart, even though it holds advanced crystallinity. Herein, several
innovative approaches and optimisation strategies are summarised, followed by the existing challenges.
5.1. Synthesis Process
Defects are interruptions of regular patterns in crystals due to the misplacement of atoms and
lattice mismatching. All defects create electron transition levels in the forbidden region. Deep-level
traps are located near the centre of the forbidden gap, which can work as the recombination centres that
trap carriers, resulting in non-radiative recombination. Non-radiative recombination is fatal for the
performance of photovoltaic applications as the trapped carriers are lost, cannot reach and be collected
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by electrodes, and generate an external current. High-quality single crystals exhibit a several orders of
magnitudes lower (109 –1011 cm−3 ) defect density than that of thin films (1016 –1018 cm−3 ), which is
dominated by the synthesis process. However, the conventional crystallisation methods of AVC, STL,
and ITC are adapted from methods for other materials, so an optimisation of the process is called for.
A stable environment is critical for crystallisation. The factors include temperature, vibration,
humidity, etc. The supersaturation state, a metastable state of the solution, would collapse due to sudden
disturbance, resulting in massive nucleation and lattice distortion. The low-temperature-gradient
crystallisation (LTGC) method aims at eliminating the negative influence of the quick temperature
change in the conventional ITC method [91]. When heating up the solution to induce supersaturation,
the heating rate was as low as 2 ◦ C per day. A 44 × 49 × 17 mm large MAPbBr3 single crystal was
harvested after 18 days, which displayed a carrier mobility of 81 ± 5 cm2 V−1 s−1 , a carrier lifetime
of 899 ± 127 ns, and a trap density of 6.2 ± 2.7 × 109 cm−3 . Its application of a photodetector had
a detectivity of 6 × 1013 Jones and response speed of 40 µs. The large area also enabled integrated
projection imaging, consisting of a sensor array of 729 pixels (Figure 10a–c). Though the low heating rate
minimised the massive nucleation, the thermal gradient still generated convective currents that would
disturb the ordered crystal growth and induce defects. Crystallisation at room temperature is developed
as a solution to the heat-induced structure distortion. One of the methods is room-temperature liquid
diffused separation induced crystallisation, as reported by Yao et al. [92]. A certain amount of silicone
oil was added in the precursor as a separation medium. With the diffusion of the solvent into silicone oil,
the concentration of the precursor gradually decreased and reached supersaturation for crystallisation.
The process is illustrated in Figure 10d. The trap density of as-grown MAPbBr3 single crystal was
lower (4.4 × 109 cm−3 ) than the trap density of crystals grown at 90 ◦ C (2.2 × 1010 cm−3 ). However,
it took several days to obtain a 4-mm sized MAPbBr3 crystal compared with several hours by the
conventional high temperature ITC method. Basically, synthesis methods are developing toward a
low-temperature and low-rate. It should be considered whether the enhancement on quality is worth
sacrificing the growth efficiency.
Crystallisation of one crystal is usually repeated several times in fresh precursor to obtain the
desired size. It inevitably causes defects and lattice mismatching when transferring into a new solution
environment. The seed dissolution-regrowth (SDR) method overcomes the structural inconsistence
between the nucleus and the surface of the seed crystal by keeping the precursor at a relatively low
temperature after seeding and prior to heating to the target growth temperature [81]. This allows
for the existing impurities on the seed surface to dissolve back and improve the structural matching.
SEM images confirmed the dense and uniform structure of the SDR-crystals compared with the loose
inner structure of the conventional-ITC-grown crystals, as shown in Figure 10e,f. Another strategy
overcomes the mismatching between the nuclei and seed surface by removing low quality seeds.
The nucleation-controlled growth method refines the precursor solution by the pre-growth of seeds to
reduce nucleation sites [93]. The precursor is heated at high temperature for massive nucleation, which
is then filtered and used for crystal growth with high-quality seeds. This refining step ensures the
independent growth of each nuclei and removes impurities that form irregular seeds. The as-grown
Cs3 Bi2 I9 crystal was made into an X-ray detector that exhibited a high sensitivity of 1652.3 µC
Gyair −1 cm−2 and very low detection limit of 130 nGyair s−1 .
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bottle with CH2Cl2; III, the bottle was sealed and the saturated antisolvent (CH2Cl2) vapor inside
bottle with CH2 Cl2 ; III, the bottle was sealed and the saturated antisolvent (CH2 Cl2 ) vapor inside
slowly diffuses into the precursor solution, leading to the precipitation of MAPbBr3 single crystals on
slowly diffuses into the precursor solution, leading to the precipitation of MAPbBr3 single crystals on
the modified Si substrate. Reproduced with permission from [97]. Copyright 2017, Springer Nature.
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controlling the thickness of single crystals down to at least the µm-scale is one of the prerequisites
for high-performance applications, especially for solar cells. Device performance can be further
boosted with smaller crystal thickness. Adapted from conventional crystallisation methods, advanced
fabrication strategies have successfully realised confinement on the thickness of single crystal thin
film from hundreds of nm to tens of µm. The champion single-crystal solar cell has a PCE of 21.93%,
but still there is a huge gap between the single-crystal device and polycrystalline perovskite thin film
counterpart (25.2%). Major obstacles for the development of perovskite single crystal applications
are the surface defects and compatibility with functional layers. Fundamental study and quantitative
analysis for the exploration of single crystal surface defect type and properties are lacking. In addition,
single crystal thin films experience different surface states with bulk single crystals, arising from the
influence of substrates and the slicing process. Therefore, systematic characterisation of surface defects
is needed to point out the direction for surface treatment. Effective solutions could be learned from
the experience of surface passivation strategies for polycrystalline thin films. On the other hand, the
contact between the single crystal and the functional layer is not perfect. The voids could hinder carrier
transportation and thus affect the device performance. Adding interlayers is viable to strengthen
interactions, but the additional defects at the interfaces should be seriously considered. Efforts need to
be focused on modifying the crystallisation process toward low-temperature and steady processing in
order to minimise structure disorder. For practical applications, large area and controlled thickness are
essential. The study on the crystallisation mechanism and defect engineering should run in parallel.
It is expected that perovskite single crystals will soon surpass their polycrystalline counterpart and
become an excellent alternative for optoelectronic applications.
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